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1. Training calendar:

Please provide information on how the trainings were organised:

− How many training sessions did you have? What duration per session?

− 4 sessions per 4h with a break, once a week on Fridays from 13:00 till 17:00

− The dates , the days of the week? The time of the day?

− 16.10.2020.
− 23.10.2020.
− 30.10.2020.
− 06.11.2020.

− What training delivery formats were applied? (online / offline; platforms used)

− Due to Covid-19 the training sessions were organised online in ZOOM platform





2. Trainees‘ profile:

− How many people participated in the training?

− The interest to take part in this training program was quite high. We received
66 application forms. From them we choose for the training course 15 persons
from Latvia were accepted to take part in Be Digital training.

− From these 9 persons attended all 4 sessions, two of them - 3 sessions. All 11 of
them received sertificate.

− Where did they come from? From which areas / organisations?

− All were ladies, mostly from Riga. But there were also some attendants from
other municipalities of Latvia;

− Aged 50-61;

− Working in educational field, libraries, administration, public relations, EU
projects, publishing, welfare sector with projects and international
cooperation, etc.



− How did you reach them?

− We created post on our Eurofortis website and Facebook page;
− We sent invitaion e-mails to our contact lists (LV schools, libraries, municipalities,

NGO‘s, associations etc.)
− Our associated partner in this project Latvian employers' confederation (LDDK)

made a post on their website.



3. Comments from trainees after taking part in Be Digital training 
program:

− Maybe too long lessons, especially if something important is to be learned. It's
hard to concentrate from lunch to dinner. If you have already worked in the
specific program, then everything is fine.

− Lessons in a very welcoming atmosphere with great added value.

− I learned a lot more about social networking capabilities. Answers to several
questions have been found.

− I think that these are the most necessary basic skills for using social networks at
work, which will improve in everyday use. Very good skills could be talked
about after more in-depth study or longer use. Thanks to the course organizers
- very valuable! May further training succeed!

− Now I can independently create a profile, maintain it and communicate with
other users.

− Unfortunately, there was no time to put everything learned in the training into
practice.



4. Trainers‘ profile:

− Who were your trainers? 

− Evita Brilte

− What are their backgrounds / experience in the field?

− She is a digital marketing specialist with hands-on experience in online
communication and the advertisement world. Experience gained while working
in a digital marketing agency, Start-up, and creating her own brand as well.

− The main reason why you chose them?

− We chose Evita as our trainer based on recommendations from other experts in 
the field of marketing and social media.



5. Your reflection from an organiser‘s point of view:

− How did you manage to attract trainees?

− Through sending out invation for this learning course.

− Which dissemination tools / channels have you used to spread information on 
the trainings? Which of them proved the most successful?

− Website, Facebook, e-mail campaign.

− How did you manage to attract trainers?

− We contacted two closely known marketing professionals, but they were
unavailable. Based on their recomendations we found Evita who agreed to take
part in this project.



− How has the chosen organisational structure worked?

− Originally the training was planned to be organised in face to face sessions at
Latvian employers' confederation (LDDK) office space, but due to covid
rectrictions we organised it in oline on Zoom platform. This was our first
experience orgaising online trainings and giving lessons through Zoom. Overall,
this organisational structure worked out very well. Maybe next time, we would
split the training program in more than 4 sessions, thereafore making them
shorter.

− Any other comments?

− Training programs like this are needed they give a lot of added value and they
help to supplement the existing knowledge and learn a lot of new things in this
field for people of this age group.




